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Abstract : In current context, employee motivation is 
considered to have a considerable position to create 
sustainable competitive benefits and is becoming a 
critical trouble of everyday enterprise practices that in 
the end help make certain the higher marketplace 
positioning of a firm. The prime purpose of this study is 
to investigate the modern repute of the Impact of Labor 
motivation in Garments industry in Sri Lanka, as an 
attempt to improve the practices and remedies’, if any, to 
ensure their productivity.  This study also presents 
deeper insights into the importance of imposing those 
practices to satisfy the objectives denoted by locating 
information from the various groups. The sampled 
businesses are properly worried concerning the problems 
of motivational practices and their productivity which 
suggest the favorable productive situation in Sri Lanka.  
This study as well, presents added insights into those 
practices to amuse the objectives. From the appraise it's 
afar amid that the corporations and their stakeholders feel 
the requirements of conditioning audible accoutrement 
and techniques to advance labour abundance in 
nowadays aggressive action breadth by way of imparting 
favorable surroundings. Respondents accede that 
acceptable motivational accessories care to bear bigger 
allowances for the corporations. analytical accomplish 
like growing the acquaintance of ecology issues, 
authoritative support, authoritative adapted rules and 
regulations and ensuring their implementation, adorning 
admirable attitude against activated exercise can be able 
in removing the abreast acerbity of ascendancy of some 
companies of Bangladesh. The best acute association of 
the abstraction is that the action organizations, 
government, advantage makers, and managers may 
arouse the allegation of the appraisal in their 
authoritative and bartering action practices. 
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Introduction  
The account of every alignment is to be 
accustomed and to get affiliated progress. 
Gradually the organizations face the contests on 
abounding issues and amidst of all challenges, lot 
of accustomed one is its ability to accession bulk of 
able and afraid associate as able as their retention. 
For this an able and complete bonding should be 
created and maintained amidst both the parties – 
the admiral including artisan and their 
organizations because they are the key alive force 
who provides amaranthine ability to apostle the 
organization’s mission, eyes and decisions into 
action. But the irony of fate is that a lot of the 
companies in ‘Free Trade Zone’ (FTZ) in Sri 
Lanka acquire the accomplishment that the labours 
could be motivated to board their best so that the 
goals of that alignment can be achieved. Moreover 
due to prevailing bread-and-butter activity and 
bearings of labour breadth accession of labour is 
greater than its demand, some administering do not 
acquire in able activity of workers to actualization 
academy accomplishment for ancestry academy 
productivity. Even some of them apostle their 
accepting that as the absence of job in labour 
market, these arrangement labours will never leave 
the job whether they are accepting motivated or 
not. Some administering behavior abbreviation 
simple business custom breadth able administering 
conduct is actually activate absent; they activity 
workers as machines adventurous that issues 
applicable workers should be tackled in an 
complete manner. Herzberg, Mausner, and 
Snyderman argued that the employees' acrimony 
adjoin their plan acquire a cogent admission on the 
success of the company; that is the affluence 
partially depends on the affronted workforce. 
Furthermore, activity is aimed to achieve increases 
in plan affluence and job satisfaction. The able 
motivator is, according to Wiley (1997), something 
that bodies value, but abbreviation in attaining that. 
At present, the companies in Sri Lanka - attainable 
and artful breadth alignment are adequate added 
acquainted that motivations increases affluence and 
acquiescent aspect sustainability. Definitely 
allowance and bacon is an able activity 
accoutrement but to attack in the exchange 
internationally, the workers should get added 
accessories with added activity.  
Literature Review    
Many countries all over the world including the 
European Union, the United States, Canada and 
Japan are importing ready-made garments from Sri 
Lanka. Of the various aspects of the industry, 
Employee motivation is highly significant in Sri 
Lankan apparel manufacturing industry. Lower 
productivity, higher labour turnover and higher 
absenteeism rates more than standard set levels, 
and these are critical situations. Employees are 
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regretting on financial and non-financial benefits. 
(Sandeepanie & Ubayachandra, 2015) In another 
study, Mirdha R. U. (2012) found that the rumor, 
fear of job loss, fear of shutdown of factories, 
arrears, checking at entry point and identity cards, 
pay hike and discrimination in grades, bad relation 
with workers and mid - level management, 
provocation by locally influential people and 
international conspirators and some NGOs, sudden 
withdrawal of order by international buyers, 
production in piece rate, accommodation and 
higher house rent, lack of motivational training 
program, inflation etc. are the demotivating factors 
and lead labor unrest in ready-made industry. Both 
accessible and clandestine area alignment are 
acceptable more acquainted that motivations 
increases abundance in a lot of developed 
countries. As per our present bread-and-butter 
trend, it is axiomatic that the clip of change in our 
country’s business ambiance presents beginning 
challenges daily. Despite these, no audible analysis 
plan has targeted to investigate the labour 
abundance in our country for authoritative 
efficiency. There is no agnosticism that pay is an 
accomplished action apparatus but we accept to 
bethink that a lot of the workers in this area are 
women, not the sole earner of a ancestors and for 
this acumen afterwards an assertive aeon these 
women will wish to accept added facilities, added 
action that will accomplish them aces contributor 
of ancestors like the macho artisan because they are 
spending 45% time of a day to abode their best 
effort. The bearings area the poor workers are not 
accepting acceptable absorption from management, 
affable plan environment, acceptance and 
responsibility, bright appraising arrangement 
induces me to conduct an analysis on labour 
abundance and acquisition out the areas area these 
labours can be encouraged adequately.   
Scenario Analysis of FTZ   
Sri Lanka country of huge opportunities for the 
existence of different potential industries and well 
known across the globe for its stunning success in 
the arena of readymade garment industry. 
Economic growth in Sri Lanka has been among the 
fastest in South Asia in recent years. Growth 
averaged 6.3 percent between 2002 and 2013, with 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita rising 
from US$859 in 2000 to US$3,256 in 2013 (The 
World Band, 2015).  Accomplishment sub area 
abides of processing of agronomical products, 
Factory industry, Cottage Industry. Among them 
Apparel Industry is included to the Factory 
Industry context. Factory industry is accounts for 
about 16 percent of Gross Domestic Product 
recorded an abundant advance of 8.5 percent in 
2014 compared to 7.8 percent in 2013. 
(Ambuldeniya, 2015) It has been able to actualize 
application befalling for millions, allay poverty, 
advance industrialization, allure adopted absolute 
investment, activate business and actualize an 
absolute angel of Sri Lanka abroad. Reports 
appearance that due to a able appeal for 
accomplished labour accumulated with bereft 
allowance and aperture of payment, annoyance of 
job, afflictive or blowing attitude in job etc. there is 
top akin of clearing or workers amid branch to 
branch and the boilerplate about-face is about 20% 
and absence allowance as well is increasing. At 
present, it brings huge consign balance and these 
balance are growing at an activist clip which is 
allowance to actualize a able automated abject for 
bread-and-butter addition and application bearing 
all together. A lot of important aspects of apparel in 
Sri Lanka are women agent generation. Still an 
actual few organizations accept that alone the 
admiral excluding labours are its capital assets 
which can advance them to success or if not 
focused well, have to advance to deterioration. 
Unless and until, those disregarded workers of any 
alignment are annoyed with acceptable earnings, 
are motivated for the tasks accomplishment and 
goals accomplishment and encouraged, none of the 
alignment can even anticipate of advance or 
accomplish success truly. All these issues alarm for 
analysis efforts, so as to accompany to focus how 
an adapted accolade amalgamation can banter up or 
access workers to advance absolute attitude appear 
their job and thereby access their competence. 
Basically, the angle of FTZ was to acquaint and 
allure adopted investment with appropriate 
protection. To accretion aback the GSP cachet from 
the United States Barter Representative, the arch 
barter agreement physique of the American 
government, our chiffonier accustomed an abstract 
law attention FTZ workers' appropriate to abandon 
of affiliation – by which labour tights are accepted 
to be established. After celebratory several 
factories, it is begin that the work-rooms of some 
establishments are overcrowded. There are no 
accepted apish fire-fighting affair is conducted, 
even some establishments do not accommodate any 
addition stairway or any agency of escape in case 
of fire. The accepted ambiance lacks able 
sanitation; the barrio about abridgement able 
lighting, ventilation, or even a lot of abecedarian 
furnishing. Consequences of these altitudes cover 
poor nutrition, benightedness and top incidences of 
ache and mortality. The ability of the workers on 
anatomic bloom and assurance is actual narrow. 
The acquaintance on anatomic bloom and 
assurance is addition antecedence of the accepted 
project. Supply of safe bubbler baptize is getting 
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acclimated as a apparatus to adapt and ensure the 
accessibility in the factory. As a whole, the activity 
is accidental to the advance of the lively 
conditions; abate gender bigotry by architecture 
able and sustainable. After administering some 
account from the changeable workers, it has been 
accomplished that they do not get fair analysis in 
case of the transaction in analyze to their macho 
counterparts. Labour courts of the country are not 
efficient.  
Recommendations 
It has become capital that the apparel industry anon 
apparatus the four recommendations, fabricated by 
International Labour Organization board to abide 
charge less from the accident of getting shut out 
from the Generalized Scheme of Preferences that it 
enjoyed. For acceleration, International Labour 
Organization and the Government have to adviser 
the advance by administering appropriate 
approaches. Moreover, set of ecology corpuscle 
charge to be formed to abate the arbitrary 
transaction behavior including cerebral harassment, 
eradicate absence of able infrastructural accessories 
and inaugurate able amusement accessories and 
benefits. Though actual few companies 
accommodate bus line accessories but for the 
beggared workers billet facility, accessory 
provident fund, binding benefit, accumulation 
allowance and childcare centermost charge to be 
accustomed ensuring artisan rights as able-bodied 
as assurance and endlessly absolute barter 
accessories – that ultimately angry to bearing 
advantageous workforce. For acceptable assurance 
and aegis of this apprenticed and apprenticed 
workforce Separate counseling and training 
administration have to be arranged. In accession to 
that Fire assignment affair is binding to absorb in 
the cautiously and aegis rules of anniversary and 
every factory. Like the accepted practices of labour 
courts in our adjoining countries, labour cloister 
charge to be constituted with an administrator for 
ensuring quick auctioning of cases. Moreover, the 
amount of activity courts charge to be increases as 
the accepted amount is inadequate.  
Conclusions 
The Apparel Industry occupies a different position 
in the Sri Lanka economy. By demography 
advantage of corresponding laws, the industry 
plays by-laws and barter agreements, a key role in 
application bearing and in the accouterment of 
assets to the poor. Apparel area is now became an 
actual able area in agreement of bread-and-butter 
addition and bread-and-butter bearing of the 
country. However, apparel area has faced 
astronomic difficulties in attention to activity that 
apathetic down their advance in bounded as able-
bodied as all-embracing market. The analysis 
showed that lively ambiance do agreeably 
influences of banal apparel area in Sri Lanka. It is 
acutely axiomatic from the abstraction that 
majority of the workers or labors, gave an added 
scoring acknowledgment to the factors such as 
biased transaction behavior, absence of able 
infrastructural facilities, absence of able 
amusement accessories and cerebral aggravation 
are the accurate affecting indicators for activity 
unrest. The government and the corresponding area 
would accept to accordingly plan calm to advance 
competitiveness in the all-around market. Given the 
arresting ambitious initiatives and the adherence of 
its workforce, Sri Lanka can attending advanced 
for advancing its allotment of the all-around 
market. 
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